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Arid Zone
J. Allan Lewis
Quetzalcoatl with dark glasses,
Stepping slowly, spectating.
Clothed in a jungle of silence.
Shipwrecked too far north
under an impossible sky.
The road folds into the distance, converging;
Dust and destiny divide
along the axis of a motorcycle dream
burning on the open highway, chasing the Sun
—
a hill
another
left behind, reflections in the chrome,
growl of the gurgling Harley,
Broken up by a ragged skirmish line of
chiseled mountains, bleeding in their sleep.
The road is a lonely home, stretched thin
and dessicated; voices rebound
off canyon walls, while thoughts like dark wine
swim in a muddy cup of diner coffee.
Pausing at well-fed adobe, splashing
and dripping as another link is broken.
Another breath of freedom sweetly tainted:
Your Indian step of death
leaves no footprints on the faded strip.
The road confers a slow-seeming immortality.
Aging as the cracks in the concrete.
An ancient snake slowly shedding its skin.
Following no maps, forging a new identity from
fractured pavement and faded double-yellow.
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